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the film was released in 2019 and has a runtime of 121 minutes. the film has been directed by
ric roman waugh and stars gerard butler, frederick schmidt, danny huston. the plot of the film is

about four fallen angels who are sent back to earth to destroy humans. it has received mixed
reviews from critics. the film has been directed by ric roman waugh and stars gerard butler,

frederick schmidt, and danny huston. the plot of the film is about four fallen angels who are sent
back to earth to destroy humans. it has received mixed reviews from critics. eric roberts plays

the part of balthazar. the wit and whimsy of the writing, much of it ad-libbed and improvisational
as the actors are in real life, is sure to delight and entertain. and youre sure to find youreself

rooting for the good guys. of course, if you look carefully, youll find that theyre not all quite as
angelic as they first appear. indeed, theyre just as full of faults and foibles as the villains are. the
fact that the film was first released in 1979 makes it all the more engaging. its reminiscence of a
simpler time, with not the least suspicion of the evils of the computer age, makes it all the more

appealing. no doubt the original, or the other two versions are available on dvd, and the
performances are quite good. but this vhs is an absolute treasure. its one of the very best 80s
movies ive seen. well worth seeking out and watching, and remembering, whenever you can.
angel has fallen represents some of the finest character acting by a cast filled with character
actors and some familiar faces from movies, television and stage. the most notable are kurt
russell, who plays the leading role, a mercenary (the film title is literally true) whose world is

destroyed by a power struggle in heaven. russell plays the character with charisma and
gravitas. in a cast filled with famous faces, none excel. however, the film would not be worth
watching without the presence of a number of familiar faces. some are just mere players who

show up to pad out the cast with big names. the best of these is billy zane, who plays a
character who gets stranded on earth when the angels are expelled. of course, zane is no

stranger to playing a villain and he does a fine job in the role. other familiar faces are robert
forster (who was in the first two king kong movies), scott wilson, timothy dalton, robert patrick,

terry o'reilly, and richard widmark. the one who really steals the show is wallace shawn as a
megalomaniacal television producer. shawn has a terrific scene where he tries to force a guest

on a talk show to destroy his own furniture by having him throw it across the room.
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with its central premise (if not the movie itself), fallen is well-suited to the format of the classic
‘vs’ epic, in which a group of rivals must fight each other to the death in order to be the last

man standing. the main problem with the movie, though, is its plot. the film is not a good action
movie. i would say that its a ‘buddy comedy’ in the same vein as the movie zombieland. the
funny thing is that it uses an action movie premise to tell a comedy. many of the ideas, plot

twists, and characters come straight from the comic book and video game universes, and are
simply carried over to the film. after the events of fallen, the good guys are recruited by the

government to stop a number of super-powered villains. set in a world where the fallen angels
have been defeated, but only for a few years, the streets of the city of los angeles are a bustling
paradise. the most advanced civilization in the world is ruled by the angels gabriel and michael.
but when the fallen rise again, they begin to take over the world, and the humans must ally with
the remaining angels in order to stop them. los angeles is no longer ruled by the angels, but by
one man. he is judge dredd, the law enforcement hero who has been sent to the city after years

of exile. as the last of the angels on the city, his purpose is to fight the remaining fallen and
ensure that the humans can live in peace once again. the fallen have been defeated, but the
battle is far from over. this is the story of a pair of brothers who have been excommunicated

from their church in the city of los angeles. with the help of a new friend, a rogue cop who uses
his badge to exact retribution on criminals, they are out to find a way back into the church, and
to bring the fallen to justice. by this point, the battle has changed. angels and their allies are no

longer fighting against the fallen, but against their brothers. but there are just too many of
them. if the humans are to survive, they will need help. 5ec8ef588b
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